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Introduction
A boost or bottle-neck for training funds? Responses to the
Eversheds Sutherland Apprenticeship Levy survey.
Since April 2017, organisations with an annual salary bill of £3 million or more have been obliged to contribute
to an Apprenticeship Levy.
The introduction of a compulsory levy on employers to help fund apprenticeships was controversial from the
outset, aimed at substantially boosting apprenticeship numbers and skills-training in the UK. However, reports which
followed shortly after its introduction suggested that apprenticeship numbers were in fact reducing, not increasing.
To try to gain a clearer picture now that we are some nine months on since the introduction of the Apprenticeship
Levy, we sought our clients’ feedback on the impact it is having for their respective organisations. The responses
we received represent views from a very broad range of employers of all sizes and from both the private and
public sectors. Whilst a snapshot only, the results indicate an outlook that is more heartening than provisional
apprenticeship participation figures, published by the Department of Education (DofE) for the period August 2016
to July 2017, suggest. Pending updated DofE figures, which are still awaited, although respondents to our survey
do identify with the complexity and accessibility of the Levy, most indicate a rise in apprenticeships since its
introduction, a large proportion attributing this to the Levy itself. Moreover, a significant majority anticipates a rise
in apprenticeship numbers within their organisation in the next 12 months.
For more information contact:

Michael Burns
Partner
T: +44 161 831 8914
michaelburns@
eversheds-sutherland.com
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Sarah Reynolds
Senior Associate
T: +44 121 232 1156
sarahreynolds@
eversheds-sutherland.com

Dominique David
Employment Law Adviser
T: +44 161 831 8518
dominiquedavid@
eversheds-sutherland.com
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Our findings
Key findings include:

54%

43%

of respondents claim to have
taken on more apprentices since
the introduction of the Levy

of respondents find external
training providers to be inflexible
in their apprenticeship training
terms

43%

62%

of new apprentices since the
Levy have been aged 19-25

70%

of respondents consider the
Levy has directly resulted in
their organisation introducing or
increasing apprenticeships

of respondents expect the
number of apprenticeship places
offered in their organisation to
increase in next 12 months
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Your questions answered
Has your organisation taken on more or fewer
apprentices since May 2017, compared with the
preceding 12 month period?

more apprenticeships
fewer apprenticeships
24%
don’t know

54%
22%
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Comment
The responses from our sample, which suggest a rise
in apprenticeships since last May, would appear to
contradict the aforementioned provisional DofE figures
which showed a significant early drop in number. This
could be due to the smaller scale and nature of our survey
but, more likely in our view, will be due to the longer
period of reflection since the Levy was introduced. We
are now some nine months on, so that some of the initial
disruption of a new administration is lessening. It is also
notable that, according to the DofE figures, there was a
47% rise in apprenticeships immediately preceding the
introduction of the Levy, followed by a slump immediately
thereafter; the effect of which will have started to level
out over the ensuing months. Contributors also have two
years within which to access their Levy contributions,
so some will have taken a longer period of reflection
and planning.

The bigger picture
The majority of respondents to our survey say they have
recruited 1-10 apprentices in the last 12 months, whilst
just over 1/4 have recruited 40+. Although, inevitably, the
organisations offering high numbers of apprenticeships
(60+) were large employers, for those with fewer than
5000 employees there was no particular correlation
between the size of the organisation or sector and the
number of apprentices taken on. For example, one smaller
automotive company reported offering nearly twice as
many apprenticeships as another, much larger company
operating in the same sector.
However, of particular interest is that the degree of
fluctuation in apprenticeship numbers up or down since
last year was, on the whole, low, the majority of reported
increases or decreases being of less than 5% either way.
Whilst not currently indicating the level of increases in
apprenticeships that the Government aspires to, on a
positive note, our survey results do not reflect a slump
in take up. In fact, 13% of respondents claim a significant
increase for their particular organisation of 75%+ on the
previous year’s intake.
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From which age group are the majority of apprentices
taken on by your organisation since May 2017?
16-18
19-25

22%

23%

26-35
36+
don’t know

12%

43%
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Comment
Early concerns that Levy funds might be used primarily for
boosting skills of existing staff, rather than encouraging
organisations to invest in younger talent emerging
from schools and colleges, are not supported by the
results of the Eversheds Sutherland survey. Whilst we did
receive feedback from some respondents suggesting
they are focusing their investment on skill gaps of
existing employees, this would not account for the 43%
of respondents who claim the majority of their new
apprentices are aged 19 to 25, or the 1/4 whose recruits
are predominantly aged 16-18.
Interestingly, nearly 3/4 of respondents expressed a view
that they were not deterred from recruiting apprentices
under the age of 18 because of additional regulatory
requirements or perceived supervisory needs of that
age group. Apprentices for this age group arose mostly
within the manufacturing, automotive, education or
Local Government sectors. Even so, some respondents
indicated that issues such as health and safety restrictions,
lack of availability of insurance cover, inexperience and
need for greater supervision, or industry-specific controls
proved an obstacle to recruitment from this age group in
some organisations or sectors.
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Looking ahead: do employers expect the number of
apprenticeships to increase in the next 12 months?
A significant 70% of survey respondents anticipate the number of apprenticeships offered by their
organisation will increase in the next 12 months. This overwhelmingly positive response to the question
of future apprenticeship places would seem to suggest that, whilst the Levy may not have realised a rise
in apprenticeships of anything like the three million desired by Government, neither has it proved a major
impediment to growth in this area.
Our survey enquiries into the principal reasons for organisations’ optimism were more revealing still and
produced the following results:

addressing skills gap
making use of Levy

21%

improved course options
34%
commercial pressures
5%
improved employer profile
other

3%
3%

34%
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Comment
That 1/3 of respondents hold concerns over skills
shortages and are looking to apprenticeships to help
is an unsurprising driver for increasing apprenticeship
places, with factors such as Brexit, the gig economy
and evolving technology all combining to raise skills
issues on employers’ agendas. However, the fact that a
similar percentage (34% of respondents) cite business
pressure to make use of levy funding as a comparable
reason for increasing apprenticeship numbers, suggests
the introduction of the Levy itself is, in many cases,
influencing senior level decision-making about training
needs and options.

Operation of the new Levy regime is not without its critics.
A reason identified by a number of those anticipating a
reduction in the number of their apprentices in the next 12
months is the complexity and additional administration of
the Levy process. For others, who will not be introducing
or increasing the numbers of apprenticeships offered,
greater priority lies in the up-skilling of existing staff other
than through apprenticeships, whilst some perceive a lack
of suitable course options or providers for their needs as
an obstacle.

Of the remaining 1/5 of more general, “other” responses,
several respondents refer to the role of apprenticeships in
succession planning, maintaining a talent “pipeline” and
improving standards, whilst others see improving diversity
as a key motivation or, within the public sector, the
obligation to meet apprenticeship targets.
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The acid test: has the Levy directly resulted in your
organisation introducing or increasing apprenticeships?

yes
6%
no
don't know
32%

62%
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Have organisations managed to negotiate bespoke
contractual terms with external training providers?
In conducting our survey, we also invited feedback from employers regarding the degree of control
they are able to exercise over the provision of external training.

none
reduced fees for drop-outs
minimum attendance
other

17%
1%

8%

74%
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Comment
A large majority of respondents reported that contractual
terms with external training providers are offered in
standard form only, with fewer than 10% experiencing
some, limited flexibility to negotiate reduced fees where
an apprentice does not complete the course. In 10% of
cases, organisations were able to insist upon their own
contract terms or to change the provider's standard terms.
Predictably, this was mostly available to larger employers,
with greater bargaining power, but not exclusively so.
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Overview of respondents
How many people are employed by your
organisation in the UK?
1-25

2.7%

501-1000

2.7%
10.81%

26-50

1001-5001

51-100

5001-10000

101-250

10000+

4.5%

12.61%
19.82%

251-500
12.61%
9.01%

25.23%
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Which of the following categories most closely
identifies your organisation’s principal activity?
1.83%
Food, Drink or Retail

1.83%

Local Government
6.42%

Defence and Security

Sport

Automotive

IT

Chemicals and
Industrial Engineering

Professional
services

Education

Transport

Energy, Water or Waste

Manufacturing

Finance sector

Construction

Health or Life Sciences

Technology, Media
and Telecom

7.34%

13.76%

14.68%

2.75%

7.34%

11.93%
11.01%

Central Government

9.17%

8.26%

2.75%
.92%
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Conclusions
Despite mixed messages emanating from media reports regarding the impact of
the Apprenticeship Levy, nine months on from its inception the responses to our
survey suggest that demand for such training continues to rise across all sizes
and types of employer. Whether this is because or in spite of the Levy remains to
be seen once more up to date figures are collated by the DofE.
What is clear nonetheless, is that rates of apprenticeship are not currently
reaching the levels the Levy was intended to precipitate. Coupled with feedback
we received from a number of respondents to the effect that the Levy regime is
too complex and difficult to access, this suggests more needs to be done by the
Government if its Levy objectives are to be met and apprenticeships are to offer
a substantial means by which employers can address growing skills challenges.
Our responses also indicate that training course providers can do more to extend
apprenticeship training opportunities for employers and more flexibly, in a way
which works for all.
Last year’s Matthew Taylor review of Modern Working Practices also highlights
the limited reach of the Levy, with more and more workers in the gig economy
struggling to access workplace training and being out of reach of the additional
funding the Levy aims to provide. However, many of the recent Government
changes in this field are relatively new, not just the Levy but the establishment of
the Institute of Apprenticeships. For the time being, therefore, the Government
has stated that it is not looking at further reform but will continue to work with
employers on how the Apprenticeship Levy can be spent, so it works effectively
and flexibly for industry, and supports productivity across the country.
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Notes
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